Network Security
Services
Did you know that TuWay Communications also provides network security services?
For years, TuWay has developed a reputation as a premier provider of radio, microwave, wireless video surveillance,
and communications dispatch solutions and services. Now, in partnership with Computer Technologies, LLC we also
offer 24x7 monitoring of your network and systems against security threats and hacks.

MAINTAIN

Analyze
We assess in-place information systems and procedures, gathering the information necessary to analyze the network and systems for both functional and security deficiencies. This process
yields an in-depth understanding of strengths and weaknesses
and provides a clear path to a secure and highly available system. We then work with your management team to develop a
security program optimized for your needs.

Lack of timely application of software updates and security
patches, combined with poor user “maintenance” (e.g. periodic password resets, deletion of employees who have left) are
some of the leading causes of security breaches. We utilize a
combination of both automated and manual updates, patch deployment and user maintenance tailored to your unique needs.

SECURE
A mesh of small, lightweight software “agents” are deployed
throughout the network which perpetually monitor system and
device access, maintenance health, and proper function. These
agents provide constant information allowing us react proactively to any network security issues.
At the edges of your system, we deploy advanced application
security devices which analyze all traffic in and out of your organization in real-time, comparing it against an up-to-the-minute
database of known threats of all types. These systems report
to both our customer and our network security specialists any
suspicious activity, from without or within, to which we immediately respond.

SUPPORT
Our security agreements provide protection and peace of mind
for a fixed monthly cost. Our security monitoring systems are
constantly reviewed and updated to adapt to the ever-changing
threat landscape. In addition to the constant threat database
updates and automated patch deployments, we conduct inperson quarterly review meetings to discuss emerging vulnerabilities and recommended changes to your network defense.
Additionally, should you experience any issues, you can open a
support ticket right from client workstations via our agent application, via e-mail, or by calling our service department directly.
All 24x7, 365 days a year.

The tuway difference
Now in our sixth decade in business, TuWay Communications supports both critical wired and wireless voice and data networks for police, fire and EMS agencies, as well as businesses throughout the
region. While there are many vendors who have experience maintaining wired networks, few can
also match TuWay’s wireless capabilities. With the increased use of wireless technologies in all facets
of the workplace, TuWay is uniquely positioned to provide predictability and reliability to all of your
networked assets. This unique combination of experience means you can rely on TuWay CommuniTM
cations to Always Make it Work.
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